
RMA S-1: 
Remove tires and debris from failed Broward County (Ft. Lauderdale and Deerfield Beach) (a.k.a. Osborne tire reef) artificial tire reef projects and the reef tract to eliminate damage to existing corals. 

Submitted Name Interests in reef 
interest 
if other county 

county 
if other 

RMA 
improve 
reef 
ecosystem? 

RMA 
improve 
life? 

support this 
RMA? support or change to support? other comments? Ref # 

2016-03-04 
14:53:53    DIVING   BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Not Sure 

Broward county needs to be held responsible and accountable. having others 
do it is nice but we essentaily have the equivilant of a brown field superfund 
site and broward county and the permits that allowed it aren't being held 
accountable! the governement talk about creating jobs, well paying to have 
this cleaned up would employee a good many people for quite a while    1520 

2016-03-01 
23:25:29    

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   

PALM 
BEACH   Definitely So Likely Definitely So     1465 

2016-03-01 
21:08:03    DIVING   BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So Clean up the tires Now. Find the money   1413 
2016-03-01 
17:42:59    FISHING, DIVING       Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     1383 
2016-02-29 
11:34:02  

Jack 
Harari DIVING   BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So Excellent idea.  I find those tires all over the place.  Even on shallow reefs.     1213 

2016-02-25 
13:02:08    

FISHING, BOATING, 
PROTECTION   BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So This needs to be done as soon as Possible.   1068 

2016-02-22 
16:48:19  

Carmelo 
Francois 

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So 

What I support about the draft RMA is they're willing to be generous to save 
the marine environment by taking out all types of  debris that's in the ocean. 
They see all the marine animals and plants as prize possession , so they 
definitely need to be protected more. 

I attend Alonzo and Tracy Senior High 
School in Miami-Dade county and I'm 
proud to be apart of the Marine 
Environmental Science Academy. 1033 

2016-02-17 
08:29:53    

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     931 

2016-02-17 
08:28:08    

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     930 

2016-01-29 
11:39:02    DIVING   BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     725 

2016-01-28 
09:46:13    DIVING   

PALM 
BEACH   Likely Not Likely Not 

Definitely 
Not 

pick up the tires and dump them in deep water over 300 ft.  You want to haul 
them to shore and fill a landfill with them and waster all the money for 
transport?     708 

1/29/16 
12:00       

PALM 
BEACH         

Allow & require mitigation alternatives that may not exactly replace like-for-
like habitat but may contribute to a fund of county-wide or watershed 
restoration; enhancement project. From a past regulators perspective as well 
as a consulting perspective it does not make sense at all times to require a re-
ocurring applicant or project to continue to mitigate for impacts the same 
way as the past (where past mitigation) may not have fully met the prescribed 
success criteria. Contributors to "Outside of Box" mitigation alternatives 
would contribute some of those "well" needed and funds toward regional 
projects.    129 

2/17/16 
12:00       

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     234 

2/17/16 
18:00   OTHER   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Not Sure Definitely So   this obviously needs to get done 271 

2/17/16 
18:00 

michael 
Timm 

DIVING, BOATING, 
PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Likely   Definitely So 

I support the removal of tires to lessen impacts on live corals on the east 
coast of florida. I was unaware prior to what risks tires would impose on 
reefs. Good to understand the physical damage they can cause   273 

2/18/16 
18:00       

MIAMI-
DADE           

I believe we should get people to 
volunteer to remove the tires out of 
the ocean ASAP. Since paying for 
someone to do it is too expensive, 347 



getting volunteers would be much 
more economical 

2/18/16 
18:00       

MIAMI-
DADE           

tire removal should be made more 
open to public volunteerism especially 
in ecosystem-school programs  349 

3/1/16 
0:00 

Caroline 
Chen   

snorkeli
ng     Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So   

maybe clubs, civic groups or 
volunteers could be involved 363 

 


